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Abstract: Evolution history starting from the
absolute space, understands its significance.Each
and every cell isolated with magnetism, magnetism
is mind, energy, functional consciousness of living
beings. This concept more helps to physics,
chemistry, biology, and medical field.Mass and
energy are not two separate portions. Einstein
takes all are energy but Newton takes all are mass.
In between these Vethathiri Maharishi explain the
spin of mass friction with the space generate
magnetism.
The scientific inventions can’t satisfy my mind,
searching somewhere else I found a satisfied
answer from the concept of genetic centre of
Thathuvagnani VETHATHIRI MAHARISHI. In this
research I correlate the genetic centre of
Maharishi’s concept with the DNA information
storages.
KEYWORDS: Magnetism, Consciousness, Mass,
Genetic centre and Space.
INTRODUCTION:
The science of genetics includes the rules
of inheritance in cells, individuals populations and
the molecular mechanisms by which genes control
the growth, development, and appearance of an
organism. Gene not only controls cellular process,
they also determine the course of evolution.
Genetics is the study of inheritance in all of its
manifestations, from distribution of single cellular
organism up to human. All animals are born with
intrinsic knowledge that is essential for survival. In
born knowledge in the form of patterns is preloaded in the developing brain’s long term memory
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and remains intact throughout life time. A baby dog
is up and walking within half an hour. A baby bird,
at the right time, jumps from the nest and flies for
the first time. This information is preloaded in the
chromosomes of the living beings. At the moment
of conception, chromosomes are taken from the
mother and father to form a new cell. That is the
start of new living animal. The DNA of the new
cell contains the information to construct the whole
physical body, the internal organs, including brain.
In born information must store in DNA. all inborn
knowledge is originally in the DNA of parental
single cell. The information storage system is in the
form of sequence of codons. A question raise in my
mind how the information in put or override inside
the molecules of DNA and how output message or
create 120 trillion cells of a human body. The
scientific inventions can’t satisfy my mind,
searching somewhere else I found a satisfied
answer from the concept of genetic centre of
Thathuvagnani VETHATHIRI MAHARISHI. In
this research I correlate the genetic centre of
Maharishi’s concept with the DNA information
storages.
EVOLUTIONARY
ASPECTS
AND
INVENTIONS:
GENETICS: Genetics is the study of inheritance
in all of its manifestations, from the distribution of
single cellular organism up to human traits in
family pedigree to the bio-chemistry of the genetic
material in our chromosomes, De-Oxy-Ribo
nucleic acid, DNA. All living beings originated
from single ancestor gene and molecular genetics
of A,T,C,G and U. animal cell anatomy and
chromosomal numbers in various organisms.

Theory of natural selection
Inheritance of traits
The DNA molecule is shaped like a
Twisted ladder.
Chromosomes
Each chromosome a different Geneticalload
DNA information transfer
DNA sequencing
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Charles Darwin and Alfred Russell.
Gregor Mendel.
James Watson and Francis Crick.
Von Waldayer-Hartz
Wihelm Roux.
FrederichMiesher.
Frederick sanger
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QUANTUM PHYSICS APPLY ON DNA:
THINKING UNIVERSE: Science has gone into
the levels of the atom and into the sub-nuclear
photon and boson levels. At the lowest level there
is a fundamental unity what professor. John
Hagelin calls the unified field. At the level we are
united.
THE HIDDEN POWER ALSO HIDDEN
CONCIOUSNESS
• The subtle energy.
• Etheric energy.
• DNA has quantum field.
• Basic principles of magnetism.
VETHATHIRI MAHARISI’S VIEW ON BIOMAGNETISM

MEGA LEVEL GENETIC CENTRE

• Unified force.
• Universal magnetism
•
Mind
GEO LEVEL GENETIC CENTRE
• Magnetic field around the earth
BIO-LEVEL GENETIC CENTRE:
The subject of genetic centre is of utmost
relevance to the life of living beings. The genetic
centre is one of the imponderables of the universeas is mind, space (gravity), energy particle and
magnetism. The genetic centre is a phenomenon is
to be realized through intuition. Life first arose
from that the association of holistic proportion of
five category elements, which we call non- living
matter in a simple process of evolution come into
living being. The universal magnetism, which is
charged by the vethons, the primary, fundamental
energy particles throughout the universe, is called
bio-magnetism when it is charged and functioning
in a living being. “The imprints of all genetical
characters are stored at the genetic centre only by
the bio-magnetism”. The genetic centre is
important because it is the site of the genes, which
are the historical record of the living beings.
DNA
RESEARCH
AND
ITS
APPLICATIONS
GENETIC ENGINEERING: New DNA may be
inserted in the host genome by first isolating and
copying the genetic material.
WAVE GENETICS: The science has recently
taken major leap in its advance and thus the theory
of wave genome has been put forward.
BIO COMPUTER: The genetic apparatus
functions as a purely material structure 98% of
chromosomes as being the key “intellectual”
structure of all cells of an organism including the
brain called super-gene-signal continuum. DNA is
coil the electromagnetic field change electricity and
electrical impulse changes the magnetic field.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD HAS AN
EFFECT IN THE PHYSICAL BODY: Magnetic
fields also affect the charge of the cell membrane,
which allows membrane to open up. These
channels are like the doors and windows of a
house-by Bruce Lipton.
THREE
EXPERIMENTS
RELATED
MAGNETIC FIELD OF DNA
These were experiments done by the
military. Leukocytes (white blood cells) were
collected for DNA from donors and placed into
chambers so they could measure electrical charges.
In this experiment, the donor was placed in one
room and subjected to “emotional stimulation”
consisting of video clips, which generated different
emotions in the donor. The DNA was placed in a
different room in the same building. Both the donor
and his DNA were monitored and his DNA were
monitored and as the donor exhibited emotional
peaks or valley (measured by electrical responses),
the DNA exhibited the IDENTICAL RESPONSES
AT THE SAME TIME. There was no lag time, no
transmission time. The DNA peaks and valleys
EXACTLY MATCHED the peaks and valleys of
the donor in time.
The DNA and the donor had the same
identical responses in time. What can this mean?
Gregg Braden says it means that living cells
communicate through a previously unrecognized
form of energy. This energy is not affected by time
and distance. This is a non-local form of energy, an
energy that already exists everywhere, all the time.
The physical DNA had an effect on the
non-physical photons. DNA is communicating with
the photons. DNA is communicating with photons
through this energy.
EMOTIONAL STIMULATION
DNA: Not only the DNA emitting energy but in it
is also storing information. The DNA has memory
capacity. The single electron is a member of a
whole of many electron, joined in a common wave
(sphere shaped magnetic domain). This hypothesis
follows from Schrodigner’s equation, also
describes a relationship between electrons and
wave. ‘Bohm’ argued that electrons are connected
by invisible forces They are like corks bobbing on
wave in the sea (according Vethathirium that is
self-compressive force of space and its quivering
nature). “Universe depends precisely on the
networked intelligence in the DNA for its
existence. A wormhole emerges where there is
some probability of signal passing between two
particles faster than speed of light to trigger nonlocal event. Sheldrake suggest that memory may
also be inherent in matter at all levels. In atoms and
molecules; crystals and indeed in the entire cosmos
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there may be some sort of collective memory at
work”(TSG.P.20) Sheldrake is suggesting that all
memory is somehow stored in this morphic
resonance. Each individuals has its own personal
memories (genetic centre) available to it while it is
living; and in addition these memories also form
part of a collective memory that may be conceived
of as Universal data (Universal magnetism) base to
all DNA. This is precisely the model developed by
Pitkanen and Vethathirium. Our individual
memories are stored in our DNA and through hyper
communication of information via magnetic worm
holes; the information stored in our DNA is
accessible by all creatures present and future.
MAHARISHII VIEW ON DNA AND OTHER
VIEWS
DNA HYPER COMMUNICATION:
Stephen Hawking and Edward Witten are
believers in the veracity of human consciousness
called hyper communications.
Fosar and Bludorf in their book explains
how hyper communication works in DNA.
“There is an intelligent being involved in
the laws of nature”-Nobel prize winner Charles
Townes.
As a result of Fosar and Bludorf’s theory “
The networked intelligence appears to be located in
the DNA”.(TSG.P.17)
YOGA LENTHEN THE TELOMERE AS
WELL AS LIFE SPAN
CHROMOSOMES AND CODONS:
Sheldrake is suggesting that all memory is
somehow stored in this morphic resonance. Each
individuals has its own personal memories (genetic
centre) available to it while it is living; and in
addition these memories also form part of a
collective memory that may be conceived of as
Universal data (Universal magnetism) base to all
DNA. The DNA coil is negatively charged due to
the phosphate group molecules, which are
molecules that have charges that are unevenly
distributed. The histone core is positively charged.
There are therefore myriads of localized potential
difference (voltage) in chromatin, which will
enable currents to flow in very complex ways.
DNA is actually used an electronic circuit in
nanoparticles. In fact, it is said to be the best known
nanowire in existence measurements of DNA
viruses have revealed that high currents flow
through DNA molecules”. (TSG.P.78.). According
to Vethathiri Maharishi concept the compressed
magnetism becomes electrical and condensed
electrical become chemical. According to Bohm;
each electron on a given wave length has the wave
function encoded in to it. It ‘remembers’ where it
came from, and thus remains linked to other
electron sharing the wave, even when they are
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physically far distant. It follows from this that an
electron will remember toBohm; each electron on
a given wave length has the wave function encoded
in to it. It ‘remembers’ where it came from, and
thus remains linked to other electron sharing the
wave, even when they are physically far distant. It
follows from this that an electron will remember.
Bohm argued that electrons are connected by
invisible forces. They are like corks bobbing on
wave in the sea. If one electron moves, the paths of
other electron entangled with it on a shared wave
will be modified. The fact that these particles can
be described as wave means that they have the
ability to affect each other through constructive and
distractive interference. Matter, then is composed
of waves that are thoroughly and intimately
interrelated and the fact that electrons have
knowledge of these interrelation implies that they
have the capacity to remember their previous states.
The point is that these electrons are not just
randomly spin-up and spin-down. They are
determined by forces that not even Einstein could
understand, and they have the capacity to store data
. Electromagnetism is memory.(TSG.P. 86).
Albert Popp theoretical bio physicist
found that DNA absorbs and emits light. In fact,
what he found was that DNA stores light. This
stored light is released as very weak, extremely
coherent bio photons. It is said that; photons switch
on the body’s processes like an orchestra conductor
launching each individual instrument into the
collective sound. At different frequencies they
perform different function. This must therefore
involve the DNA acting as a quantum computer to
process the probability states of the electrons when
the DNA molecules in an excited state. The light
that the DNA emits when the molecules fall back to
the ground state(these extremely coherent bio
photons) are the output of quantum computing
process. If this light is directing the body and
brain’s process like instruments in an orchestra,
then it is highly unlikely that these bio photons are
the result of random process of electrons dropping
back to the ground state. Quantum processing is
taking place and specific instructions are being
generated.
Mind of god and mind of man. “Universe
depends precisely on the networked intelligence in
the DNA for its existence. A wormhole emerges
where there is some probability of signal passing
between two particles faster than speed of light to
trigger non-local event. Sheldrake suggest that
memory may also be inherent in matter at all levels.
In atoms and molecules; crystals and indeed in the
entire cosmos there may be some sort of collective
memory at work”(TSG.P.20) Vethathirium mention
it consciousness evolved as Pattern, precision and
regularity in inanimate, experience ,cognizance and
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discriminate in animate forms. DNA codes
information, which can be transcribed in to RNA
molecules, and then translated into a sequence of
amino acids as protein molecules are synthesized.
“The metaphor of the genetics program can hardly
fail to suggest that development is organized by a
pre- existing purposive principle that is either
mind-like itself of designed by mind (TSG.P.27).
THERE IS SOME SORT OF MIND-LIKE OR
SPIRITUAL PLAN FOR MORPHOGENESIS.
DNA MADE IN THE IMAGE OF UNIVERSE
Human beings are made with a bigger
Universe. Every protein in our body or living being
is a “physical electromagnetic complement. Single
celled organism actually live in a colony. when
they share their ‘knowledge’ and co-ordinate their
behavior by releasing “signal” or spoken language
molecules in to the environment. The mind was
not focused in the head but was distributed via
signal molecules to the whole body– By Bruce
Lipton.
Mind is a magnetic wave several
important parts of the body and environment. It is
an extension of consciousness. The origin of
consciousness is the eternal space. Mind and
consciousness are comparable to water and wave.
So core mind is consciousness. – By vethathiri
Maharishi.
MICROLEVEL GENETIC CENTRE
Magnetic field around the nucleus level is micro
genetic centre
NANO LEVEL GENETIC CENTRE
A localized sphere circulation of energy
particle with in the DNA (air (Nitrogen) heavy air
(Oxygen) water (Hydrogen, Oxygen) and solid
(Carbon) )creats magnetic field around the
codon.All physical substance was in the nature of
space, where each point in the force field had a
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certain amount of force. The interaction of these
points in the force field set up a vibration that
created a pattern of force which we take to be
material bodies, in this wave or force field inside
the codon have its remodel state of memories, I
coined a name as Nano genetic centre.
CONCLUSION:
Mass and energy are not two separate
portions. Einstein takes all are energy but Newton
takes all are mass. In between these Vethathiri
Maharishi explain the spin of mass friction with the
space generate magnetism. It is force as well as
consciousness. The magnetism knows by science as
electromagnetic waves. These are not travel but
forming a global field of micro level up to
Universe. One over lapped by another, like all
planets in sun’s magnetic field with different
independent self-magnetic fieid. Likewise the Nano
level magnetic field in DNA inter acted with
further level magnetic fields up to universe level
magnetism. The frequency of magnetic field acts as
the knowledge of the living being. The experience
shared with space that DNA repeat the same
frequency called thought waves called mind. The
chemical transformation of the waves from the
genetic centre as genes and genomes leads to the
organic evolution carrying all the qualities from
one sense organism up to man.
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